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The m x m determinant of hyperbolic Bessel functions det [I~,_b/2x)l can be 
factored into two smaller determinants by elementary operations if a i= -a , ,+ l_ i  
and bi = -b,~ +~-i. We give combinatorial interpretations for these determinants a  
exponential generating functions for walks which stay within Weyl chambers. We 
then use these to provide a combinatorial proof of the formulas by finding a 
sequence of reflections which give a correspondence b tween the walks enumerated 
on opposite sides of the equation. © 1995 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Wilf [ 5 ] proved the following identity for Toeplitz determinants, where 
tl is an arbitrary sequence with t ~= tl. 
det I t i_ j [=det Ite_j+ti÷j_l[ det Iti_j-t,+j_ll. (1) 
2nx2n nxn nxn  
The proof requires only elementary operations on the determinant. 
In the case where tl is the hyperbolic Bessel function I¢(2x)= 
Y.k°~= o xzk + t/k!(k + l)!, he provides a combinatorial interpretation for both 
sides. 
Wilf also mentions that there is a similar formula in odd dimensions, 
det Ite_jl = 1/2 det [t,_jq- t,+j-21 det [t,_j- t,+j[, (2) 
2n+ 1 ×2n+ 1 n+ 1 ×n+ 1 nxn 
but the combinatorial interpretation does not apply. 
The same elementary operations can also be used to factor the more 
general class of determinants 
det Ita,_bj[ (3) 
m×rn 
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for any decreasing sequences ai and bj with a i=-am+l_  i and 
bj= -bm+,_j. 
In the cases tl = Ii(2x) and tl = (k/2k+t), we give combinatorial interpreta- 
tions for these formulas, different from Will's interpretations, by showing 
that the determinants give the numbers of walks which stay within Weyl 
chambers. (For tt=Ii(2x), the determinant is the exponential generating 
function for walk-numbers.) In odd dimensions, both sides correspond to 
walks from d to/7 with the same permitted steps, but restricted to different 
Weyl chambers. In even dimensions, the 2n x 2n determinant corresponds 
to a walk from d to /~ and the product of the two n x n determinants 
corresponds to a difference of two walks restricted to the same chamber, 
one from d to /~ and the other with destination /~ obtained from /~ by 
interchanging b n and b,+~. 
In both cases, we use these interpretations to provide combinatorial proofs 
of the formulas by finding sequences ofreflections which give a correspondence 
between walks which are enumerated on opposite sides of the equation. 
In the case tt=L~(2x), for (1) and (2), we also give a combinatorial 
interpretation of the determinants as generating functions for invariants in 
tensor powers of representations of Lie groups. When ai = (m + 1) /2- i ,  
(3) has a similar interpretation in terms of the decomposition ftensor powers. 
2. PROOFS BY ELEMENTARY Row OPERATIONS 
To prove the identity (1), or the more general identity 
det Ita, bjl =det  [ta,-bj+t~,+bjl det It~, bj--ta,+bjl (4)  
2nx2n nxn nxn  
with a i=-a2n+l_ i ,  hi=-b2n+l-;, we do a sequence of elementary 
operations [ 5 ]. For each i with 1 ~< i ~< n, add each row 2n + 1 - i to row 
i; then, for j with 1 ~< j ~< n, subtract column j from column 2n + i - j. The 
resulting matrix is block lower triangular, with n x n blocks. The top right 
block is zero, so the determinant is the product of the diagonal blocks' 
determinants, which are the two factors on the right side of the equation. 
Likewise, to prove (2), or the more general identity 
det Ita,-bfl = 1/2 det [ta,_bj + ta,+bj[ det [ta,-bj-- ta,+bfl, (5)  
2n+ 1 x2n+ 1 n+ 1 xn+ t nxn 
with ai=-a2n+2_ i for l~i<<.n, b j=-bzn+2 j for l~<j~<n+l  (so 
bn+l= 0), we do a similar sequence of elementary operations. For each i 
with 1 ~<i~<n, add row 2n+2- i  to row i, and double row n+ 1, thus 
doubling the determinant; hen, for each j with 1 ~< j ~< n, subtract column 
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j from column 2n+2- j .  Again, the top right (n+l )xn  block of the 
resulting matrix is zero, so the the determinant is the product of the 
diagonal blocks' determinants. 
In the case t~ = Iz(2x), this gives 
det II~_bj(2x)l 
2n x 2n 
=det  II~,_bj(2x)+Io~+bj(2x) I det IIa,_bj(2x)--I~,+bj(2x)[, (6) 
n×n n×n 
det ]I~_bj(2x)] 
2n+ 1 x2n+ 1 
= 1/2 det [Ia,_bj(2x) +/~,+vj(2x)[ det ]I~,_b:(2X)--I~,+bj(2X)[. 
n+lxn+l  nxn 
(7) 
Our combinatorial interpretations and proofs will apply to these identities, 
(k  and to the analogous identities with tl = k/2 +l). 
3. WALKS IN WEYL  CHAMBERS 
3.1. The Theorem of Gessel and Zeilberger 
To show that the determinants of Bessel functions are the exponential 
generating functions for walks in Weyl chambers, we use a result of Gessel 
and Zeilberger [ 1 ] which allows us to write the number of such con- 
strained walks as a signed sum of the numbers of unconstrained walks with 
the same steps and lattice. 
A walk-type is defined by a lattice L, a set S of allowable steps between 
lattice points, and a polygonal cone C to which the walks are confined. 
We will assume C is a Weyl chamber. That is, L, S, C c N"; C is defined 
by a system of simple roots A c Nn as 
C= {Y~ R ~ ] (c~, Y) ~>0 for all ~A};  (8) 
the orthogonal reflections r~: Y ~-~ Y-2((~,  Y)/(0~, 0c))~ preserve L and S; 
and the r~ generate a finite group W of linear transformations, the Weyl 
group. 
DEFINITION. A walk-type (L, S, C) is reflectable if the following equiv- 
alent conditions hold: 
1. Any step s e S from any lattice point in the interior of C will not 
exit C. 
2. For each simple root %, there is a real number ki such that 
(%, s) = ±ki or 0 for all steps s s S and (0q,)~) is an integer multiple of kz 
for all 2 ~ L. 
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The reflectability condition guarantees that a walk cannot exit C without 
landing on a wall of C at some step. 
In a reflectable walk problem, we want to compute b,zk, the number of 
walks from q to 2 of length k which stay in the interior of a Weyl chamber, 
in terms of C~k, the number of unconstrained walks with the same steps 
which go from the origin to y. The fundamental result of Gessel and 
Zeilberger [ 1 ] is: 
THEOREM 1. If  the walk from 11 to 2 is reflectable, then 
bv~,k= ~ sgn(w)ca_w(,),k. (9) 
w ~ W  
Proof Every walk from any w(,/) to 2 which does touch at least one wall 
has some last step j at which it touches a wall; let the wall be the hyperplane 
perpendicular to ~,, choosing the largest i if there are several choices [3 ]. 
Reflect all steps of the walk up to step j across that hyperplane; the resulting 
walk is a walk from w~w(q) to 2 which also touches wall i at step j. This 
clearly gives a pairing of walks, and since w=i has sign - 1, these two walks 
cancel out in (9). The only walks which do not cancel in these pairs are the 
walks which stay within the Weyl chamber, and since w(q) is inside the Weyl 
chamber only if w is the identity, this is the desired number of walks. 
3.2. Unconstrained Walks 
In two important cases, cyk, or its exponential generating function 
X co k W hT( )=~2k=0 cykx/k., is easy to compute. 
If the steps S are +e,  the positive and negative coordinate directions, 
then 
k=0 i=1 
where r a~ denotes the coefficient of fly in the polynomial in u. 
These functions are products of hyperbolic Bessel functions, since 
uk- Zj exp(x(u+u 1))= ~ k.T 
k= 0 j=  --k 
U m 
. . . .  k=o ~'  (k+m)/2 
/.4 m 
. . . .  k=O k!(k+m)! 
= ~ umI,,,(2X), 
m ~ - -oo  
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Thus, in this case, the exponential generating function for the 
unconstrained walks is 
hy(x) = I~I i7~(2x). (10) 
i=~ 
Note that if we add a step of 0 to the walk, this multiplies the exponential 
generating function' by e< 
If, instead, the steps S are the diagonals 1 +se~, then the generating 
function for a single step is 
z(a)= I~I (u71/2+u~/2), 
i=1  
and thus the coefficient of fir in the kth power of this product is 
cyk = k/2 + Yi " 
i=1  
3.3. The Formulas for  Constrained Walks 
The Weyl groups we will consider on n-dimensional lattices are An_ 1, 
the symmetric group Sn of coordinate permutations; Bn, the hyper- 
octahedral group, which consists of all coordinate permutations with sign 
changes; and Dn, the even hyperoctahedral group, which consists of all 
coordinate permutations with an even number of sign changes. The prin- 
cipal Weyl chamber for An_l is given by x 1 >x2> ... >x~; for Bn, it is 
given by Xl> - - -  "~Xn>O; for Dn, it is given by Xl> . . .  >X n l>Xn,  
Xn 1 ~ --Xn" 
The lattice //" gives a reflectable walk with all three groups for the steps 
1 n _+ei; the lattice D,*, containing Z " and (7/+ 5) , gives a reflectable walk in 
all cases except for the steps _+ e i with the group Bn. 
In all of these cases, we can write the sum over the permutations in the 
Weyl group as a determinant, with separate terms in each entry of the 
matrices for the choices of sign changes for w e B~ or D,,. The formulas are 
derived in [ 2 ]. 
Since we had an exponential generating function for the unconstrained 
walks with steps +ei, we will also get an exponential generating function 
for the constrained walks. For these walks, the functions below are only 
valid if r h -2 i  (mod 1), so that the indices of the Bessel functions are 
integers; otherwise, there are obviously no walks. With steps _+ eg, for A,z, 
we have 
gv~(x) = det fI;., ~j(2x)l. (12) 
nxn 
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For B. (with r/, 2 e Z"), we have 
g,a(x) = det  ] Ia , _ , ; (2x)  - -  I~ ,+v j (2x) l .  (13) 
For Dn, we have 
g~(x)  = ½[det ll~,_~(2x) - I~,+~(2x) l  + det lla,_~(2x) + I~,+~(2x)l ].
n×n nxn  
(14) 
In the formula (14), if we let 2' be obtained from 2 by changing the sign 
of 2., this will change the sign of the first term but preserve the second 
term. Thus the first term alone, with no factor of ½, is gva(x) - g~;:(x), and 
the second term alone is gq~(x) + g,x,(x). If 2n -- 0 or t/. -- 0, the first term 
is zero, so g.x(x) is the second term alone, with the factor of ½. 
For the diagonal walks with steps +½el . . .  +_½e. on the lattice D*, we 
have the values of C~k for the unconstrained walks, so we will have the 
values of bv~, k for the constrained walks. For A._  ~, we have 
(k )  deto 
~+2,-vi 
(15) 
For Bn, we have 
i( k b.~ k = det k 
' n×n ~+2_r  b 2 
k). 
+ 2 i + r/y 
(16) 
For D.,  we have 
11 k ) b.~,~=~ det k - k 
"×" -~ + 21-  qj -~ + 2, + t5 
+ det k + k ' 
nxn q_2i__tl j  + 2i.t_t] j
(17) 
Again, in this formula, we can get the first term alone as a difference of 
walk-numbers b~x, k -  b~,, k and the second term alone as b~x. k + b~,, k" 
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3.4. The Walk Identities 
Note that the determinants on the left side of (6) and (7) are already in 
the form (12), while the determinants on the right side are either of the 
form (13) or the terms in (14). Thus, if we let 
d= (~1 . . . .  , r/n, - - r /n,  "", - - r / l )  
in (6), and similarly for /~ and 2, we see that the exponential generating 
function for walks from d to /~ with Weyl group A2,,_ 1 is equal to the 
product of the two exponential generating functions for D,,, 
[g,z(x)--g,z(x)][g.;~(x)+g,z(x)] =g,~(x)2--g.z(x) 2. (18) 
Now, the number of walks from r/ to 2 which stay within the D, Weyl 
chamber is also the number of walks from r /=( - r /  ...... -r/ i  ) to 
,~=( -2 . ,  ...,-21) which stay within the D~ Weyl chamber containing 
them; this chamber is defined by x~ >x2> ... > xn, -x~ >x2. Thus we 
can write this product as 
g.2(x) g.~(x)-  g.z(x) gO2(x) 
Finally, we write these products of two walks with Weyl group D n as single 
walks in 2n dimensions with Weyl group D, × D~. Note that (r/, r])= d, 
(2, 2) = b~ and (2', 2)  = b ~, where b' is obtained from b-by switching b. and 
b,, +1-- -b~. Thus we have the following result. 
THEOREM 2. I f  d and l)satisfy the antisymmetry conditions a~= 
-azn+l_ i ,  hi= -bzn+l_j, then the number of walks with steps +_el from 
d to b which staywithin the Azn_ 1 Weyl ehamber is equal to the number of 
walks from d to b which stay within the D. × D~ Weyl chamber, minus the 
number of walks from ~ to b' which stay within the D R × D~ Weyl chamber. 
Similarly, in odd dimensions, we let 
d=(r/1, ..., r/., a .+l ,  - r / . ,  ...) 
in (7), and likewise for b~ which must have bn+l = 0. Also let 0 = (r/, an+ 1), 
= (2, 0). The left side of (7) is the product of go~(x) with Weyl group 
D~+ 1 (since 2~+1 =0) and g~x(x) with Weyl group Bn. 
Again, we can convert r/ and 2 to ~ and 2 in the Bn determinant, and 
write the product of walks on Z" +l and Z n as a single walk on ~2n + 1. This 
gives the following result. 
THEOREM 3. I f  d and l)satisfy the antisymmetry conditions ai= 
-aan+z_ifor 1 <~i<.n, bj= -bzn+2_jfor 1 <~i<~n, with bn+1 =0, then the 
582a/71/L9 
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number of walks with steps +ei from d to G which stay within the A2n Weyl 
chamber is equal to the number of walks from d to b which stay within the 
DR + 1 x B~ WeyI chamber. 
This theorem also holds if an + 1 = 0 and b, + 1 # 0, since we can run the 
walk in the opposite direction; it does not hold if both are nonzero. 
By a similar argument, we see that both theorems also hold for the walk 
with steps _+½el ..- _+½e,. 
For either walk-type, both theorems, and particularly Theorem 3, call 
out for a combinatorial proof by giving a direct correspondence b tween 
the walks. We do have combinatorial proofs, given in Section 5, but these 
proofs require a long sequence of reflections to get the correspondence 
between different walks. 
4. DECOMPOSITION OF TENSOR POWERS 
An important application of the determinant formulas for walks is the 
decomposition of tensor powers. Using the Weyl Character and Integration 
Formulas, we can express the decomposition of tensor powers as a sum of 
unconstrained walks. Then, using Theorem 1, we can prove the following 
result [ 2 ]. 
T~om~M 4. Let V be a finite-dimensional representation of a connected 
reductive Lie group G. Let C be a Weyl chamber, S the set of weights of V, 
and L some lattice containing S and p, the half-sum of the positive roots. 
I f  (L, S, C) defines a reflectable walk-type, then the number bp, p+mk of 
walks with k steps from p to p +/~ which stay strictly within the principal 
Weyl chamber is equal to the multiplicity a~,, k of the irreducible with highest 
weight II in the kth tensor power of V. Likewise, if f~ is the exponential 
generating function ~ff=0 a~, ~x~/k!, it is equal to the exponential generating 
function gp, p+/~ for walks. 
If/~ = 0, V~ is the trivial representation, and thus a~, k is the dimension 
of the space of invariant ensors of rank k. 
We apply this theorem to the representations of Lie groups which have 
weights _+xi. For GLm, this is the direct sum of the defining and the 
dual representations, the Weyl group is A,,_I ,  p is ( (m- I ) /2 ,  
(m-3) /2  .... , - (m- I ) /2 ) ,  and we use (12). For Sp2n, it is the defining 
representation, the Weyl group is Cn = B,, and p is (n, n - 1, ..., 1 ), and we 
use (13). For S02~, it is the defining representation, the Weyl group is Dn, 
and p is (n -  1, n -  2, ..., 0), so the first term in (14) will be zero and we use 
only the second term in (14). 
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For the Lie group S02n+1, the Weyl group is B,, and p is ( (n -  1)/2, 
(n -  3)/2, ..., 1/2). The standard representation X has weights _+xi and 0, so 
the virtual representation X -  1 has weights +x~. The constrained walk 
with Weyl chamber B, does not satisfy the reflectability conditions; 
however, we can express the sum of unconstrained walks as a difference of 
two constrained walks with Weyl group D,, taking the walks from p to 
p +# and subtracting the walks to (p + u)', which is obtained from p +# 
by reversing the sign of the last coordinate [2]. That is, we have 
L (x) = gp, p +~(x)  - g, ,  ~p +~),(x), (19) 
and the generating function is the first term of (14). For the tensor powers 
of the virtual representation 1-Z ,  the generating function is f~(-x);  that 
is, the sign of every term corresponding to a walk of odd length changes. 
I f~  #i is even, then every walk from p to p +# is of even length, and every 
walk from p to (p +¢t)' is of odd length, so we will get the sum of the walks 
to those two points; if Z ~i is odd, we will get the negative of the sum. The 
generating function will thus be the second term in (14) (with a minus sign 
if appropriate); that is, 
£ ( -x )  = ( - 1 )2 vi gp, p +v(x) + gp, (p +~),(x). (20) 
Thus, for the product group S02~+1 x SO2,,+1, with Weyl group 
Dn x Dn, and representation the direct sum of the two virtual representa- 
tions above, the generating function f~(x) will be the product of these two 
functions, corresponding to walks with steps that belong to either of the 
two walks. As in the proof of Theorem 3, this product is the exponential 
generating function for constrained walks from (p,/5) to (p +/~, p--+~), 
minus the exponential generating function for walks from from (p,/5) to 
((p+/~)', (p+/~)'), where .~=(-2~,. . . , -21) as before. The product 
representation is 
((X- 1), 1)+ (1, ( l -x ) )  =(X, 1) - (1 ,  X) 
Thus, from Theorem 2, or just by checking that the resulting deter- 
minants match those in (6), we have the following result. 
T~OREM 5. The multiplicity of the representation with highest weight 
(/~, ~) in the kth tensor power of the direct sum of the defining and dual 
representations for GLzn is the same as the multiplicity of the representation 
with highest weight (/~, #) in the kth tensor power of the virtual representa- 
tion (Z, 1)- (1,  X) of S02,+1XSOzn+l. 
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In particular, if/2 = 0, we find that the invariants in the tensor powers 
of these representations of GL2~ and SO2~+lxSO2n+l have the same 
dimension. 
The odd-dimensional case is similar. Again, as in the proof of Theorem 3, 
we write the Sp2 ~ walk as a walk from ff to p--=V-fl. We can then apply 
Theorem 3, or check that the determinants we get match those in (7), to 
get the following result. 
THEOREM 6. The multiplicity of the representation with highest weight 
(/21 ..... #n,/2n+1, -/2 ..... , -¢tl) in the kth tensor power of the direct sum 
of the defining and dual representations for GL2~ + 1 is the same as the multi- 
plicity of the representation with highest weight (/21 ..... /2n+1; /21,-..,/2n) 
in the kth tensor power of the representation (Z, 1) + (1, Z) of S02~+2 × 
Sp 2 H • 
Again, when/z = 0, this says that the invariants in the tensor powers of 
these representations have the same dimensions. 
5. COMBINATORIAL PROOF OF THE DETERMINANT IDENTITIES 
We will prove the identities (6) and (7) (and the analogous identities 
with determinants instead of Bessel functions) by looking at the signed 
terms corresponding to individual walks enumerated in Theorem 1, which 
can be seen to correspond to the individual terms in the determinants in
(6) and (7). The combinatorial proof of Theorem 1 shows that all walks 
which touch a wall of the Weyl chamber cancel out, leaving only the walks 
which stay in the Weyl chamber. For each term, we then find a set of reflec- 
tions which pair the walks contributing to it with the walks contributing to 
another term of the same sign with the same value on the other side, or of 
the opposite sign with the same value on the same side. We then use 
the involution principle to get an actual correspondence between the 
unconstrained walks from this pairing. 
We will prove the correspondence for walks which go from d= 
(t/1 .. . . .  /~n, --Fin, "",--P]l)  to b = (21 . . . .  , 2n, -2 , ,  ...,-21) in 2n dimensions, 
and for walks between d=(r  h ..... qn, r/H+1, - t /  ..... , - r / l )  and 
t~=(~l . . . . ,)On, O, -2 , , . . . , -21)  in 2n+l  dimensions. We let m=2n or 
2n + 1, as appropriate. 
By reversing the direction of the walks in Theorem 1, we see that the 
number of constrained walks from d to/~ is equal to the signed sum of the 
number of constrained walks from d to v~(b), for w in the Weyl group. We 
will use the theorem in this form. 
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5.1. Array Notation 
When we discuss the term for walks from d to ,~(b), or to any J=  
(cl, ..., Cm) whose coordinates are either 0 or +2;, we will represent this 
walk by an array with two rows, with the first row containing the first n 
or n + 1 coordinates of ~, and the last row containing the last n in reverse 
order. Thus two coordinates of g will be together in column i if the walk 
takes one coordinate from ~/i to the coordinate in the top row, and the 
other coordinate from -r/ i  to the coordinate in the bottom row. Thus, the 
walk from d to 5 itself has the corresponding array form 
21 2 2 " ' '  2 n (0) 
- -21 - -2  2 . . . .  2 n 
where the 0 in parentheses appears only in dimension 2n + 1. 
In the following discussion, we will say that a walk or array is valid on 
the left side if it corresponds to a term from the left side of (6) or (7); that 
is, if it is a walk from a to w(b) for some w~A2n_ 1 or A2,,. We likewise 
define walks and arrays which are valid on the right side. The discussion 
in the following section illustrates the correspondence b tween these terms 
and the walks; a formal proof is given in [2]. We will implicitly use this 
correspondence in the proof of the identities. 
5.2. Signs of Arrays 
Each array which corresponds to a term on either side in (6) or (7) has 
some sign. We will start by defining the sign of such an array to be the sign 
of the term in the equation. 
The sign of a term from the left side of (6) or (7) is the sign of the per- 
mutation that was applied to the bi; this permutation could also be applied 
to the array form. We get one term for every permutation. 
In even dimensions, the terms on the right side of (6) come from the 
application of Dn x Dn to b= (), .~), with sign corresponding to the element 
of D,, x D,; or its application top/Y = (2', 2') obtained by switching 2n and 
-2n  as before, with an additional negative sign. D n x D,, acts on the array 
form by permuting the terms in each row, and then changing the sign of 
an even number of terms in each row. Since /; itself has a bottom row 
which is entirely negative, while the bottom row of/~ has one positive sign, 
the sign of the resulting term is the product of the signs of the permutations 
on the two rows, multiplied by -1  if there are an odd number of positive 
signs in the bottom row. We get one term for every signed permutation of 
the entries in each row in which the number of negative signs in the top 
row and the number of positive signs in the bottom row have the same 
parity. 
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In odd dimensions, the terms on the right side of (7) come from the 
application of D ,+ lx  B, to /~ Here, D,+I acts on the top row by per- 
muting the elements, and changing an even number of signs; Bn acts on the 
bottom row by permuting the elements, and changing any number of signs. 
The sign of the term will thus be the product of the signs of the permuta- 
tions on the two rows, multiplied by -1  if there are an odd number of 
positive signs in the bottom row. We get one term for every signed per- 
mutation, since we can make the number of sign changes in the top row 
even by changing the sign of the zero in the top row. 
In both odd and even dimensions, we can give a simpler definition of the 
sign of the term corresponding to an array. First change the signs of every 
element of the top row which duplicates an element of the bottom row; this 
corresponds to an even element of D n or Dn+ I . (If m = 2n, this is an even 
number of sign changes; if m = 2n + 1, we can change the sign of the zero 
in the top row to make it an even number of sign changes.) The sign of the 
term for the original array is the sign of the permutation of the resulting 
array. This procedure works because switching 2i and -2g, which is a 
transposition, changes the sign; after all the entries are in the correct row 
for their signs, we can apply permutations to each row, which are elements 
of D,  xDn or D,,+I x B,, to get the original order. Here is an example. 
This permutation i  $6 is (21, -21 ,  -22)(22, )~3)(--JL3), which is odd, so 
the sign of the original array is also -1 .  
5.3. Star Notation 
We now generalize the set of arrays to allow any array which has two 
entries whose absolute value is 2i for each i, and a zero if the dimension is 
2n + 1, provided that no two equal entries are in the same row. We require 
that a star be placed on one element of each pair of identical entries, and 
define the sign of the array to be the sign of the permutation i  S~ which 
results after the sign of every starred element is changed. Such an array is a 
valid array on the left side if there are no two equal entries anywhere (and thus 
no stars); it is valid on the right side if not two entries in the same row have 
the same absolute value, and all the stars are in the top row. (In odd dimen- 
sions, the zero must be in the top row for this to occur, since there are n + 1 
entries in the top row and only n different nonzero absolute values.) 
Using our previous example, 
sgn _2  z 21 --23 ] sgn --22 21 -•3 = 
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Note that moving a single star changes the sign; for example, if the -23  
in the bottom row had been starred instead, the sign would be + 1. Also 
note that, if there is a zero, a star on it does not affect the sign, since 
-0  =0. 
5.4. The Cross-Switch 
If we reflect an entire walk across the hyperplane xi + x,,+ ~_i = 0 (which 
contains the starting point d), we interchange positive steps in direction i
with negative steps in direction m + 1 - i, and vice versa. If the original 
walk had destination g= (Cl, ..., Cm), the new walk has a destination ~' 
whose ith coordinate is --Cm+ ~_~ and whose (in + 1 - i)th coordinate is 
-c~. Thus this reflection gives a natural combinatorial correspondence 
between walks to g and C'. 
The effect on the array notation is also easy to describe, so we give a 
name to the corresponding operation on arrays. 
DEFINITION. In an array, we define a cross-switch of column i to be the 
operation which interchanges the two elements of the column, and changes 
both signs. 
Note that the new array may not have the same sign, depending on 
where we choose to place the stars after the cross-switch. Our pairing of 
walks will match arrays (and thus walks) which correspond by a set of 
cross-switches, and we will keep track of the stars to guarantee that the 
signs cancel out correctly. 
5.5 Cycle Notation 
If we do a cross-switch which moves an entry _+ 2i, it will also affect the 
other entry in the same column. In addition, it may affect the star (or lack 
of one) on the other entry with absolute value 2j. Thus we will draw a 
graph on the array, joining all entries which are in the same column, and 
all entries which have the same absolute value. (If the two entries in a 
column have the same absolute value, draw a double edge connecting 
them.) 
In 2n dimensions, every node in this graph has degree 2, so the graph is 
a union of cycles. In 2n + 1 dimensions, the entry in the last column has no 
vertical edge, and the zero has no edge joining it to another entry with the 
same absolute value; thus the graph will contain a chain with an even 
number of edges (possibly 0) and these entries as endpoints. 
When we cross-switch a column, this will switch the location of two 
entries in the cycle or chain which were joined by a vertical edge. If one 
entry was previously joined to the other entry with the same absolute value 
by a horizontal edge, it will now be joined by a diagonal edge, and 
conversely. 
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We now speak of cycles or chains as valid on the left or right side if they 
satisfy the same conditions as for full arrays (no two equal entries in a left- 
side cycle; all stars in the rop row and no two entries with equal absolute 
values in the same row in a right-side cycle), and thus are allowed to 
appear in arrays which are valid on the left or right side. 
5.6. Orientation of Cycles 
We now choose an origin and an orientation for each cycle. The choice 
is arbitrary, except that the origin must be in the top row; to make it 
unique, let the origin be the top entry of the first column in each cycle, and 
choose the orientation so that the edge going away from this entry is the 
edge connecting it to the other entry of the same absolute value. If there 
is a chain, let the entry in the last column be the origin; this gives an 
orientation for the chain. 
One result of this choice of origins is that the stars in a cycle or chain 
from the right side will all be an even distance away from the origin. We 
will choose the cross-switches, and the new placement of stars after the 
cross-switches, to preserve this property. 
5.7. Corresponding Walks on the Same Side 
If an array which is valid on the right side has any cycle (not the chain) 
containing an odd number of stars, we will pair it with another array, also 
valid on the right side, of opposite sign, by doing a set of cross-switches 
which do not preserve the sign. 
In the array, choose the cycle containing an odd number of stars which 
contains the first possible column. Consider the array with every column of 
this cycle cross-switched. Carry the stars down the columns; since the sign 
of both entries of the same absolute value will be changed at the same time, 
each duplicated pair will still contain one star. For example, 
3* 2 1 1 -3  2 
...+ 
-1  3 -2  -3*  -2  -1 '  
Assume that there are j columns in the cycle. Then the operation on the 
array will all starred entries corrected consists of transposing the two 
entries in each column (j  transpositions) and then switching each pair x 
and -x  (another j transpositions). Thus these two cycles have the same 
sign. 
The new cycle has all of its stars, an odd number, in the bottom row. To 
make it valid for the right side, we need to move the stars to the top row; 
since moving one star changes the sign of an array, the new array will have 
an opposite sign to the original array. 
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Since they are equivalent by cross-switches, the walks will cancel out; it 
is also clear that this operation is its own inverse, so we have now found 
a pairing which cancels out all walks on the right side in which some cycle 
has an odd number of stars. 
5.8. Preserving the Sign with a Cross-Switch 
In the rest of the correspondence, we can choose the positioning of stars 
to guarantee that our cross-switches preserve the sign of an array, provided 
that we do not cross-switch the column containing the origin. When we 
cross-switch a column, this affects the need for stars in two pairs of num- 
bers. We will add or remove the stars of the two affected entries which are 
an even distance from the origin of the cycle. Thus, for example, if the 2 in 
the third column is an even distance from the origin: 
1 -2  2 1 -1  2* 
1" 2 
Because of our choice of the positions of stars, exactly one of the two 
changed stars is outside the column that was cross-switched. Thus, if we 
change the sign of all starred entries and then consider the resulting per- 
mutations, they will differ by a 3-cycle (the cycle is ( -  1, 2, -2 )  above). 
The entry in the cross-switched column whose star was changed (the 1 
above, becoming a -1  after the sign change) moves to the other spot in 
the column. The entry that was there moves to the spot outside the column 
where the star was changed (above, the -2  in the left-hand iagram moves 
to the third column of the right-hand diagram, since there is now a 2* 
there). And the entry that was there moves to the place inside the column 
where the other entry with the same absolute value is now, which is where 
the first entry was (above, the 2 in the third column goes to the unstarred 
2 in the right-hand iagram). Since this is a 3-cycle, the two diagrams have 
the same sign. 
If the zero in the chain is involved in such a switch, it will be the entry 
in the column whose star is switched, since the chain has an even number 
of edges. Thus the sign will still be preserved, by the above argument. The 
zero will acquire a star, but this star has no effect on the sign, since 
-0 -=0;  it can thus be dropped. 
5.9. Corresponding Walks on Opposite Sides 
The remainder of the correspondence will match left-side arrays with 
right-side arrays of the same sign, rather than matching pairs of arrays with 
different signs. We have already eliminated all arrays in which a cycle (not 
the chain) has an odd number of stars, 
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If a cycle or chain came from the left side, follow the chain or cycle away 
from its origin, and cross-switch every column preceded by an odd number 
of horizontal edges. Thus, if two columns were joined by a horizontal edge, 
one of them will be cross-switched and the other one will not be; if they 
were joined by a diagonal edge, either both or neither will be cross- 
switched. For example (the origin here is the 3 in the first column, so the 
second and third columns are switched because they are preceded by the 
edge joining the 3 to the -3 ) :  
3 2 -3  3* -1"  2 
-1  1 -2  -1  -2  3 
If this is a cycle, it has the same number of entries in each row and thus 
the same number of horizontal edges in each row, so the number of 
horizontal edges is even. Thus the edge joining the last column to the 
column containing the origin will not cause a problem; this edge was 
diagonal before the switches if and only if all of the horizontal edges 
preceded the last column, causing it not be switched. In the chain, there is 
no such edge, so it will not cause a problem. 
These cross-switches will create new stars. Since the new cycle or chain 
has no horizontal edges and the new stars are an even distance from the 
origin, they will all be in the same row as the origin, which is the top row, 
so the resulting cycle will be valid on the right side. The stars will be 
created only in the first of a pair of columns, exactly one of which was 
switched (since this is the entry an even distance from the origin); that is, 
in the columns that were the tail end of horizontal edges. 
Conversely, to convert a valid right-side cycle with an even number of 
stars, or a valid right-side chain, to left-side form, we cross-switch every 
column which is preceded by an odd number of stars, not counting a star 
in the column itself. This will remove all the stars, since we are cross- 
switching one of every two adjacent columns if the edge connecting them 
has a star; in a cycle, the last column will be cross-switched if and only if 
it contains a star, and this will remove the star. For an example, consider 
the diagram above, with the arrow reversed. 
It is clear that this is a bijection, since horizontal edges are converted to 
edges with stars at their tail ends by the cross-switching, and vice versa. 
Thus, since all of the cross-switches preserve sign, we can perform this 
operation on all cycles in a valid left-side array to get a valid right-side 
array which cancels it out in (6) or (7). This correspondence overs all of 
the remaining valid arrays, completing our combinatorial proof. 
5.10. A Bijection Between the Constrained Walks 
We can use this combinatorial proof to produce a bijection between the 
constrained walks in Theorem 2 or 3, using the involution principle, which 
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is described in [4, Section2.6]. Start with a constrained walk which 
appears in the theorem. This constrained walk is also an unconstrained 
walk. Now, repeat he following process as long as possible: 
1. Starting with an unconstrained walk to some destination, replace 
it by the unconstrained walk to the corresponding destination obtained by 
the above process. (Recall that the cross-switches give a bijection of walks, 
not merely of destinations.) This is always possible. 
2. If the current walk hits any walls of the Weyl chamber, replace it 
by the walk which cancels it out in Theorem 1. This is possible unless the 
walk satisfies the conditions for a constrained walk. 
Since each step is uniquely reversible and there are only a finite number of 
possible walks, this process must eventually terminate, providing a pairing 
between constrained walks which are valid on one side or the other of (6) 
or (7). 
If we transfer all terms of (6) or (7) to the same side of the equation, 
then every use of either step above changes the sign of the term to which 
the walk contributes. Since the process both begins and ends with Step 1, 
the initial and final walks must contribute to terms of opposite sign. Thus 
we have a pairing between the constrained walks contributing to terms of 
opposite sign in Theorem 2 or 3. This gives the desired bijection. 
5.11. Examples 
We will now work out the complete correspondence for the simplest 
non-trivial case, walks of length 4 which both start and end at (1, 0, - 1). 
First, we find the correspondence of destinations of unconstrained walks. 
There are six A2-images of ( l ,  0, -1) ;  they are (1, 0, -1) ,  (0, -1 ,  1), and 
( -1 ,  1,0) with positive sign, and (1, -1 ,  0), ( -1 ,  0, 1), and (0, 1, -1 )  
with negative sign. The eight D 2 × Bl-images are (± 1, 0, -1 )  and (0, + 1, 
1) with positive sign, and (+ 1, 0, 1) and (0, _+ 1, -1 )  with negative sign. 
In cycle notation, the destinations with 0 as the second entry (which goes 
into the last column) have a chain with no edges containing just the 0, and 
the two + 1% in a cycle; the others have a chain connecting the second 
entry to the other ± 1, and then to the 0. Thus there are no horizontal 
edges in the cycles of any Az-image except for (1, -1 ,  0) and ( -1 ,  1, 0); 
the correspondence thus takes the other four destinations to themselves, 
and it can be checked that the signs match. 
For (1, --1, 0), with negative sign for A2, we have the array (0 ~ -1), 
which gives a chain with origin at the -1 .  The first column is preceded by 
an odd number of horizontal edges (the edge joining 1 to - 1), so it must 
be cross-switched; the cross-switch gives the array ( 0* -1-), corresponding 
to the destination (0, -1 ,  -1) .  This also has negative sign for D2xB1. 
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Going in the other direction, the first column is preceded by an odd 
number of stars in the chain (the star on the -1) ,  so it must be cross- 
switched, giving the corresponding destination (1, -1 ,  0). Likewise, ( -1 ,  
1, 0) for A 2 corresponds to (0, 1, 1) for Dz×B 1. 
There are two remaining D 2 x B1 terms, (1, 0, 1) and ( - 1, 0, - 1 ); they 
have opposite signs. In array notation, (1, 0, 1) is (11" 0). The first column 
is the only 2-cycle with an odd number of stars, so we cross-switch it and 
-1- 0). This corresponds to the move the star back to the top row to get ( 1 
destination ( -  1, 0, -1) ,  which does have the opposite sign as required. 
We now have the complete correspondence for the terms in (7). 
Now, we build the correspondence of walks. There are 12 constrained 
walks with Weyl group A2, and 11 of them are also valid with Weyl group 
D 2 × B 1 , so the correspondence takes them to themselves. 
The twelfth walk is 3 - ,  2 - ,  2+,  3+, where i+ and i -  denote positive 
and negative steps in the ith coordinate direction. The destination (1, 0, 
-1) for A2 is matched with the same destination, and thus the same walk 
for D 2 × B 1 . This walk is first on a D 2 × B 1 wall after the second step, when 
it has xt = -x2 ,  so we reflect it across tha wall from that point on to get 
3 - ,  2 - ,  1 - ,  3 +. This unconstrained walk has destination (0, -1 ,  - l ) ,  
so the corresponding destination is the walk to (1, -1 ,  0) on the A2 side; 
cross-switching coordinate directions 1 and 3 (reflecting the walk across the 
plane xl + x3 = 0) takes the walk to 1 +, 2 - ,  3 +, 1 - .  This walk is first 
on an A2 wall after the second step, when it has x2 =x3, so we reflect 
across that wall from the point on to get 1 +, 2 - ,  2 +, 1 - .  The destina- 
tion of this walk is (1, 0, -1) ,  which is paired with itself on the D 2 × BI 
side in the correspondence of destinations, o the walk doesn't change. And 
the walk is a valid D 2 × B1 walk, so our process terminates; the A2 walk 
3 - ,  2 - ,  2 +, 3 + pairs with the D 2 × B 1 walk 1 +, 2 - ,  2 +, 1 - .  
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